
 
 

 

 

RESCUE BOAT CREW – DUTIES LIST 

 

The Rescue Boat Crew on ML11 will comprise a minimum of two crew, a licensed 

driver and the other crew capable of entering the water to help sailors requiring 

assistance. The RIBs can be operated with one licenced driver when ML11 is also in 

use, otherwise two crew are required. 

 

Responsibilities 

 

 Preparing the Rescue Boat/s for use by undertaking pre-launch maintenance 

and safety checks. 

 Laying the Course as set out by the Race Officer. 

 Managing the day’s racing, laying the start line and starting the races for 

each division in the sequence advised by the Race Officer. 

 Providing a countdown by communicating with the Tower via radio so ensure 

the Tower records the correct starting times for all divisions. 

 Monitoring the weather condition and deciding whether races need to be 

shortened or abandoned. 

 Deciding whether a scheduled race should be run or continue. 

 Monitoring the race participants to assist in an incidents prioritizing sailor 

safety over potential damage. 

 

Duties 

 

1. The Rescue Boat Crew (crew) shall attend the club 90 minutes hours prior to the 

published race start time and advise the Race Officer and Duty Officer on arrival. 

If anyone is missing a replacement will be found by the Race Officer. 

 

2. Pre-launch maintenance and safety checks which include: 

 

 Getting the outboard key with emergency stop clip on lanyard. 

 Checking all fuel tanks are full. 

 Checking fuel tap on tank in use is on (horizontal position). 

 Checking the fuel air vent (in use) in cap is unscrewed. 

 Pumping the bulb on the fuel line until firm. 



 Checking the operation of the anchor motor. 

 Putting up the radio aerials, switching on the VHF radio and setting the 

channel to 73 - unless 77 is the agreed alternative channel.  

 Doing a radio check by calling the Control Tower. Their call sign is VJ3ML, 

the Rescue Boat’s call sign is ML11. The VHF radio is to be used for all race 

related and safety communications. The UHF radio is to be used for other non-

race, non-safety communications. 

 Checking that Race Instructions plastic tub is on board. 

 Locating the course setting tool (a timber triangle with sighting tubes) and 

countdown clock. 

 Checking the Rescue Boat ML11 is carrying a UHF. 

 Checking there are lifejackets for everyone on board. Life jackets are to be 

worn by all crew at all times whilst on board. 

 Locating the inflatable life raft and reading the instructions to become familiar 

with its operation. 

 Locating the container with flares. 

 Locating the two fire extinguishers. 

 Locating the First Aid kit. 

 Locating the large barrel like container with tools, boat spares, thermal blanket 

and torch. 

 Locating all required race flags and the hooter. 

 Getting a list of key mobile phone numbers 

 

 

1. One member of the Rescue Boat Crew shall attend briefing or be briefed by the 

Race Officer to understand the course that has been set for each division and the 

time for the start of each division of each race.  

2. The Rescue Boat must clearly communicate the exact start times for each race to 

the tower using the VHF radio.  

3. Prior to the first race, the Rescue boat will set out the inflated yellow marks for the 

course as advised by the Race Officer. Anchor lines for the marks are located in 

the buckets in the boat’s side pockets. The mark end of the anchor line need to be 

attached to the yellow mark before it is launched. The angles and distances for the 

course are set out using the course setting tool and the rescue boat 

speedometer/trip meter. 

4. The start line is set out between the anchored rescue boat (committee boat end) 

and the starting mark (pin end). The rescue boat is located so it and the staring 

boat are equidistant to the first mark (i.e. at right angles to the first leg). 

5. The races are to be started for each division using the starting flags and hooter as 

set out on the instructions in the Race Instructions Plastic Tub. Once the starting 

sequence has commenced, the hooter will be sounded at each minute until the race 

sequence is concluded. 



6. To allow for late starters the Rescue boat will stay at the start line for 5 minutes 

after the race sequence is concluded. 

7. After the start and during the race, the Rescue boat will hoist anchor and: 

 Monitor weather conditions. 

 Undertake regular radio and weather checks with the tower. 

 Shorten and/or modify the course as required 

 Monitor the position of all the sailing fleet for lookout for any incidents which 

require the crew’s assistance. 

 Provide assistance to sailors as required. 

 

Be aware of the conditions - the windier it is, the more chance of rescues 

needed. Cruise around the course area checking for boats or sailors who have 

either capsized or are seeking attention (Sailors may be waving their arms). 

 

If a boat capsizes, your primary focus is to do a head check. After each sailor 

is accounted for then immediately go to the boat and check if assistance is 

required. Even if the sailors are back on their boat they may still need 

assistance.  

 

If a boat capsizes, and the sailors appear to be struggling to get the boat back 

upright, ask if they would like assistance. If yes, use the swimmer on board to 

assist.  

 

If there is still difficulty righting the boat you may have to use the rescue boat 

by trying to raise the tip of the mast. This is done by the swimmer being at the 

bow of the rescue boat holding the tip of the mast, then the driver gently 

maneuvering the boat the help raise the mast. Be prepared to quickly reverse 

once the boat has righted to you do not have a collision with boat.  

 

 If there is an injured sailor and they need attention onshore, Radio the 

Tower immediately and convey the nature of the injury as best you can, so 

whatever steps need to be taken are done quickly and effectively. Deploy 

the inflatable life raft if the sailor cannot get into the Rescue Boat. Leave 

the yacht if necessary, it can be retrieved later. 
 

 

8. At the end of the day’s racing collect the marks. Approach the marks directly into 

the wind at a very low speed prepare the crew to grab the buoys either starboard or 

port side. Once they have grabbed the buoy, put the boat in neutral and allow the 

crew to pull the buoys and anchor ropes into the boat. The yellow marks should be 

deflated as they are collected to allow maintain clear working are on the boat. 

 

9. Putting the boat onto the trailer. The rescue boat, ML11, is the last boat to leave 

the water. The difficulty in getting the boat onto the trailer increases with a shore 

break. Do not concerned if attempts at getting the boat onto the trailer need to be 

aborted and you need to try again. The rescue boat crew can request a more 

experienced club member come on board to put the boat on the trailer. 


